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SUMMARY

One function of perceptual systems is to construct andmaintain a reliable representation of the environment.
A useful strategy intrinsic to modern ‘‘Bayesian’’ theories of perception1–6 is to take advantage of the relative
stability of the input and use perceptual history (priors) to predict current perception. This strategy is effi-
cient1–7 but can lead to stimuli being biased toward perceptual history, clearly revealed in a phenomenon
known as serial dependence.8–14 However, it is still unclear whether serial dependence biases sensory
encoding or only perceptual decisions.15,16We leveraged on the ‘‘surround tilt illusion’’—where tilted flanking
stimuli strongly bias perceived orientation—to measure its influence on the pattern of serial dependence,
which is typically maximal for similar orientations of past and present stimuli.7,10 Maximal serial dependence
for a neutral stimulus preceded by an illusory one occurred when the perceived, not the physical, orientations
of the two stimuli matched, suggesting that the priors biasing current perception incorporate the effect of the
illusion. However, maximal serial dependence of illusory stimuli induced by neutral stimuli occurred when
their physical (not perceived) orientations were matched, suggesting that priors interact with incoming
sensory signals before they are biased by flanking stimuli. The evidence suggests that priors are high-level
constructs incorporating contextual information, which interact directly with early sensory signals, not with
highly processed perceptual representations.

RESULTS

We used a version of the ‘‘surround tilt illusion’’17 to unravel the

site of action of perceptual priors. In our implementation (Fig-

ure 1A), a target grating patch was displayed eccentrically, sur-

rounded by four flanker gratings, all tilted 15� away from the

orientation of the target. The flankers biased negatively the

perceived orientation of the target by about 15� (Figure 1C). To

probe the effects of flanker bias on serial dependence, these illu-

sory stimuli were displayed within sequences interspersed with

neutral stimuli (Figure 1B), which were similar targets flanked

by non-oriented noise stimuli.

Figure 1D illustrates the rationale of the experiment. Serial

dependence for orientation judgments follows a stereotypical,

signature pattern: strong positive assimilation toward the previ-

ous stimulus, which increases with orientation difference up to

about 15� and then falls off back to zero at about 30�.7,10,16

This is well modeled by assuming that the weight given to the

past stimulus is maximal when the orientations of the previous

and current stimuli coincide and then falls off within a Gaussian

profile (as predicted by ideal observer models).7,8 The bias (given

by the product of orientation difference and weight) is well fit by

the product of a Gaussian and the equality line, approximating

the antisymmetric Gaussian derivative functions (dG) shown in

Figure 1D. We examined how the tilt illusion may affect this

signature dG. In illusory trials, responses will be biased by the

surrounds, causing a vertical shift of the response pattern (blue

curves). The curves may also be displaced horizontally, depend-

ing on whether maximal serial dependence occurs when phys-

ical (blue dashed line) or perceived (blue dotted line) orientations

match. Neutral trials following illusory presentations (green

curves) should not be shifted vertically but will be displaced hor-

izontally if serial dependence is driven by the perceived (green

dashed line) rather than physical (green dotted line) orientation

of previous trial, which incorporates the antagonistic effect of

the surround flankers.

We tested these predictions with a design that interspersed

one illusory trial within a quadruplet of trials to create three

distinct trial categories: neutral trials preceded by neutral trials

(black frame in Figure 1B); neutral trials preceded by illusory trials

(green frame); and illusory trials preceded by neutral trials (blue

frame). For each category, we plotted the bias (reproduced

minus physical orientation) of the current trial as a function of

relative orientation of the previous trial (previous minus current

physical orientation). Figure 2A shows results for aggregate

data (pooled over all participants) for neutral-neutral trials. The

bias follows the pattern typically seen with serial depen-

dence:7,10 there is strong positive assimilation toward the
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previous stimulus, rising to a maximum for differences around

15� and then falling off for larger differences.

Figure 2B shows results for neutral trials preceded by illusory

trials, separately for clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise

(CCW) flankers (dark and light green, respectively). If serial

dependence were driven by the physical orientation of the

previous target grating, both conditions should align horizontally,

with the centers of the fitted curves both near zero, like the

neutral-neutral data; if driven by the perceived orientation of

the previous grating, however, the curves should shift horizontal-

ly against the illusion to offset its effect. The data show that

perceived orientation drove serial dependence. The curve fitting

trials preceded by CW flankers (causing a positive CCW illusion)

is clearly displaced in the negative direction, although that for tri-

als preceded by CCW flankers is shifted in the positive direction.

The magnitudes of the shifts are, respectively, �11.2� ± 3.7�

and +8.2� ± 3.7� (mean and SEM), similar to the shifts created

by the surround illusion (�12.6� and +13.1�, respectively).
Figure 2C shows the results for the complementary class of tri-

als, where the current trial was illusory (with oriented flankers)

and the previous trial was neutral. As expected, the flankers

heavily biased the orientation of the current trials, causing a large

vertical displacement of the data (note the break in the ordinate).

However, this bias did not change the horizontal pattern of serial

dependence. For both conditions, the centers of the fitted dG

functions are near zero, consistent with serial dependence

acting on physical rather than perceived orientation, before the

orientation is influenced by the surrounding flankers. The centers

of the curves are at +1.5� ± 3.4� and +3.3� ± 3� and for CW and

CCW flankers, respectively (blue and navy blue), both statisti-

cally indistinguishable from 0�. The data are not consistent

with an interaction after the surround illusion takes effect, which

predicts that the curves be centered on the dashed vertical lines

(+12.6� and �13.1�).
We complemented this aggregate analysis with an analysis of

individual participants, using the same procedure as that for the

aggregate data. For the two illusory conditions, we fitted the dG

curve to the serial dependence data (like Figures 2B and 2C for

aggregate data) and then plotted the centers of the curve fits

against the average bias induced by the slanted flankers for

that participant and condition.

Figure 3A shows results for neutral trials preceded by illusory

trials. There is a clear negative correlation in the data (slope =

�0.70 ± 0.11; r = �0.71; p < 10�5; BF10 > 104), showing that

the centers of the fitted serial dependence curves are strongly

related to, and almost equal (and opposite) to, the average

bias in the previous trials. The dashed lines show the predictions

if serial dependence was anchored with physical or perceived

orientation (0� and �45� slope, respectively). We calculated

the Bayes factor as the ratio of the likelihoods of following

each of these lines (see STAR Methods): BF10 > 104, definitive

evidence for the alternate hypothesis, that the center of the

model is closer to the perceived than physical orientation of

the preceding stimulus.

Figure 3B plots the other interesting condition: illusory trials

preceded by neutral stimuli, again plotted against average bias

induced by slanted flankers. Here, the results are quite different.

There is no clear dependency on bias magnitude, with slope of

linear fit equal to 0.09 ± 0.15 (r = 0.11; p > 0.5; BF10 = 0.24).

Again, we tested the predictions of the models, that the serial

dependence should follow either the physical or perceived orien-

tation of the preceding stimulus. In this case, the data follow the

physical orientation prediction. The relative likelihoods yield

BF10 < 10�4, definitive evidence in favor of the null hypothesis

(physical orientation).

Figure 1. Stimuli and predicted results

(A) The target grating patch was displayed eccentrically to the upper

right quadrant (centered at +10�, +6�), surrounded by four flanker gratings. In

illusory trials, the flankers were all tilted 15 clock degrees away from the

orientation of the target; for neutral trials, the flankers were non-oriented

random noise. Participants reproduced the orientation of the central target

grating.

(B) Illustration of the four-trial sequence of stimuli. Each quadruplet started

with a neutral trial (target surrounded by noise patches), with target orientation

selected randomly. This was followed by another neutral trial, an illusory trial,

and then a neutral trial, all differing by a random orientation between ±30� from
the previous. The black, blue, and green frames color code the type of trial

(neutral preceded by neutral, illusory preceded by neutral, and neutral pre-

ceded by illusory trial, respectively).

(C) Average orientation bias induced by flanker gratings. The non-hatched bars

at left are averagemeasurements from a 2AFC technique (see STARMethods);

hatched bars at right average data from the main experiment, using the

reproduction technique. There was no significant difference between the two

methods (2AFC mean: 17.4�, �18.7�; reproduction mean: 13.1�, �12.6�; two-

tailed paired t test on flipped values: t(9) = 1.76; p = 0.11).

(D) Illustration of the ‘‘signature’’ of serial dependence for orientation judg-

ments, well modeled by a derivative of Gaussian (dG) function, for an exemplar

case in which the illusory trial contained flankers with a negative CW tilt

(inducing a positive CCW bias, illustrated here as a +10� displacement). The

bias comprises both the repulsive effects of the surround flankers and the

serial dependence of the previous trial. If the current trial is an illusory one (blue

lines), the surround illusion should cause the template curve to shift vertically.

Orthogonal horizontal shifts could also occur, if the illusory orientation was

incorporated within the prior (dotted blue). Neutral trials following illusory trials

should not be shifted vertically but may be shifted horizontally by the illusory

bias of the previous trial (dotted green curve). The stars, here and Figure 2,

correspond to the center of the curve.
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DISCUSSION

The analysis of both the aggregate and individual data leads to

the same conclusion. The priors that influence future perception

incorporate all contextual effects, consistent with their genera-

tion at moderately high stages of processing; but they act at a

level that does not include the influence of the tilted flanker grat-

ings. As physiological studies suggest that the surround tilt illu-

sion is mediated by specific inhibitory circuitry operating within

primary and secondary visual cortex,9,18–20 the site of action of

the priors must also be relatively early.

Many researchers have suggested that perceptual systems

adopt efficient hierarchical generative strategies to boost effi-

ciency of sensory encoding. One clear example is hierarchical

predictive coding,1,6 where the system predicts the current

state of the world from statistical regularities (priors) of the

environment and tests those predictions against current input.

The priors, also termed internal templates,21 are assumed to

be generated by the hierarchical network and fed back to

test against input at lower levels.1 The results of the current

study, along with much previous literature,10,15,22,23 are

consistent with (but do not prove) this idea. Figure 4 schemat-

ically illustrates the idea. Prior expectations are constructed

from recent perceptual history (which includes the effects of

spatial context) and tested against sensory input, leading to

a correction signal (ε), which is again propagated through

the perceptual cascade. That serial dependence curves are

centered on the physical rather than the perceived orientation

suggests that the expectation error is calculated against a

sensory input that does not include the influence of spatial

context. The diagram represents this idea conceptually, with

the error signal calculated before the site where contextual

A B C

Figure 2. Serial dependence effects for

different conditions, for the aggregate

observer

(A) Average bias (reproduced minus physical

angle) of the current trial for neutral stimuli pre-

ceded by neutral stimuli, plotted against the pre-

vious minus current physical orientation (by

convention, counterclockwise [CCW] is positive).

The gray curve is the best fitting vG fit (see STAR

Methods), with the star marking its center. Vertical

error bars indicate ±1 SEM of the aggregate

observer data (about 250–300 points each) and

horizontal error bar ±1 SEM of the center of curve

fit obtained by bootstrapping.

(B) Results for neutral trials preceded by illusory

trials, separately for �15� (CW, dark green)

and +15� (CCW, light green) flankers (conventions

as for A). The color-coded vertical dashed lines

show the average bias needed to offset that

induced by the flankers for that condition. These

pass within 1 SEM of the centers of the vG fits. Dashed vertical lines indicate point of maximal serial effect if the effect arose after (thick lines) or before (thin line)

the illusion had exerted its effect.

(C) Results for illusory trials (navy blue�15� flankers; blue +15�) preceded by neutral trials (conventions as for A). Note the difference in the ordinates, reflecting the

effect of the flankers on the current trial. Besides this difference, both best-fitting vG curves pass near zero, within 1 SEM. Dashed vertical lines indicate the

predicted maximal serial effect, if the priors act after (thick lines) or before (thin line) the illusion had exerted its effect.
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A B Figure 3. Dependence of the shift of serial

dependence on the magnitude of the sur-
round illusion

(A) Neutral trials preceded by illusory trials. For each

participant (N = 19), we plot the center of the curve

describing serial effects (the locus of maximal ef-

fect) as function of the average illusory bias for that

participant. Star symbols show results of the

aggregate observer. Light green symbols show re-

sults when the previous flanker orientation was +15�

(CCW), dark green �15� (CW). The thick green line

shows the best linear regression along with

confidence bands. Black and pink dashed lines

represent the predictions if the serial dependence

were based on physical or perceived orientation,

respectively.

(B) Same as in (A) but for conditions where an illu-

sory trial succeeds a neutral trial. Blue and navy-

blue symbols refer to previous flanker orientations

of +15� or �15�, respectively. The thick blue line

shows the best linear regression.
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effects of tilted surrounds influence perception. In practice,

the two processes could be performed independently in par-

allel, leading to a similar result. However, the error could not

be calculated at a later decisional stage16 that includes the

spatial context effects, as that would lead to a horizontal shift

of the serial dependence curves in the illusory trials, which

was not observed.

The overall weighting given to perceptual history varies pre-

dictably with many factors, such as the noisiness of the current

and previous stimuli.7,8 Crucially, it also depends on the

difference between the current and previous stimulus attribute

(orientation in this case): if the orientations are similar (leading

to relatively small error signals), both past and current signals

were probably generated by the same stimulus, so it is efficient

to integrate them; but if they differ greatly, it is more probable

that there has been a discontinuity, and integration would be

disadvantageous. It is this property that distinguishes the intelli-

gent ‘‘Kalman filter-like’’ operation of serial dependence from

simple low-pass smoothing;24 and this causes the data to follow

the characteristic signature dG pattern, with effects falling off

with orientation difference to tail off around 30�. An important un-

solved problem is how the system determines whether the pre-

vious stimulus was similar to the present. The current results

suggest that, for simple tasks, such as orientation judgments,

the integration weight is determined at relatively low levels of

sensory analysis, before the illusory inducers act. Under the pre-

dictive coding model, integration weight could depend on the

size of the error signal, attenuating with error following a

Gaussian function.

An alternative, somewhat speculative (but testable) mecha-

nism for the selective effects of serial dependence is that orien-

tation priors feed back to primary visual cortex to sensitize

neurons tuned to that orientation, perhaps by increasing their

gain. Subsequent stimulation of that orientation would evoke a

stronger response, which would bias the population response

(and perception) toward that orientation. This bias would be

limited to the extent of the tuning width of orientated detectors:

unless the current stimulus falls within the tuning spectrum of

the sensitized orientation-selective neurons, it will not stimulate

them, and its response will not be boosted. This idea is highly

speculative but is broadly consistent with the orientation tuning

bandwidth of cells in primary visual cortex, in the order

of ±15�,25 comparable to the selectivity of serial dependence.

It is also consistent with the phenomenon of ‘‘repetition priming,’’

the improvement in accuracy and response times for repeated

stimuli,26–28 as well as with fMRI studies decoding the presence

of priors in primary visual cortex.22 Future studies could test the

notion directly, examining whether repetitive priming is affected

by the tilt surround illusion.

Although the mechanisms mediating serial dependence

remain far from clear, our findings with orientation judgments

point to a relatively early site of action of the priors, a site en-

coding raw orientation signals unaffected by spatial context.

Obviously, this does not exclude the role of other factors, like

attention10,29 and confidence,30–32 or processes such as

short-term memory.16,33–36 How these interact with the early

mechanisms revealed in this study remains open, subject to

further research.

It is interesting that different forms of contextual effects can

operate together, superimposing their effects. The tilt surround

illusion is an antagonistic, negative effect induced by simulta-

neous presentation of slanted flanker gratings (akin to negative

after effects over time), well modeled by assuming gain control

operations operate over extended regions.9 Serial dependence

operates over time, rather than space, and results in a positive

biasing of orientation (again, possibly via gain control mecha-

nisms, as mentioned above). The two effects coexist in the cur-

rent experiment and, within our simplistic design, seem to sum

linearly. However, in real-world situations, where both objects

of interest and non-attended objects providing context may all

undergo history effects, the interactions could be considerably

more complex. This remains an interesting problem, requiring

further investigation with more complex experimental designs.

It has been known for decades that perception depends

strongly on contextual effects.37 The present results show how

one form of contextual influence, perceptual expectations or

priors, are high-level constructs incorporating contextual infor-

mation and that these priors can act on lower level incoming sig-

nals. This underlines the fact that serial effects operate through a

network rather than at a single, local level, a feedback network

similar to that assumed by predictive coding models of vision.1

STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper

and include the following:

d KEY RESOURCES TABLE

Figure 4. Serial dependence in a predictive coding framework

Predictive coding assumes that perception arises from the interaction of prior

expectations with bottom-up signals carrying new information. Perceptual

expectations, generated at higher levels, are fed back to earlier brain sites

(thick arrow loop) so that only unexpected information (prediction error [ε]) is

carried over. Our results suggest priors are compared to sensory information

that does not include spatial context of the current trial. Spatial context,

however, contributes to the formation of the priors that affect subsequent

presentations.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources should be directed to the Lead Contact, David Burr (dave@in.cnr.it).

Materials availability
There is no restriction for distribution of materials.

Data and code availability
For data analysis, we used off-the-shelf routines available in MATLAB (version R2016b) in combination with the JASP (version 0.9.2).

Experimental data are downloadable at Zenodo repository: https://zenodo.org/record/4362291#.X94jCthKhPY.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

19 healthy human participants with normal or corrected-to-normal were recruited for the experiment (18-55 years-old, mean age =

32, 11 females). Experimental procedures are in line with the declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the regional ethics com-

mittee (Comitato Etico Pediatrico Regionale — Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria Meyer — Firenze, FI). Written informed consent

was obtained from each participant, which included consent to process and preserve the data and publish them in anonymous form.

METHOD DETAILS

Measurements were made in a quiet room in dim lighting conditions. The stimuli were generated in MATLAB (r2016b; MathWorks)

with Psychtoolbox,38 and displayed on a linearized LCD monitor (refresh rate of 60 Hz) positioned 57 cm from the observer.

Orientation reproduction
The stimulus comprised a visual target surrounded by four visual flankers, presented against a uniform gray background. The target

was a grating (15%contrast; 0.56 cycles-per-degree) vignettedwithin a Gaussianwindow (FWHM=1.04�), and presented in the right

upper quadrant (centered at +10�, +6�). The four flankers were either grating patches (15% contrast, 0.8 cpd, FWHM = 1.56�) tilted ±

15� away from the target orientation, or band-limited noise patches created by summing five gratings of frequency 0.56 ± 0.1 cpdwith

pseudo-randomorientations and phases. The randompatcheswerewindowed by aGaussian function (FWHM=1.56�), then normal-

ized to have a peak contrast of 15%.

Experimental sessions were a sequence of quadruplets of trials, each comprising two initial neutral trials with flanking noise

patches, one illusory trial with tilted flankers, then a further neutral trial (Figure 1B). Each quadruplet started with a new orientation

extracted at random to ensure that all possible orientations were presented, with several large inter-trial changes of orientation.

The other trials in the quadruplet increased or decreased in orientation by 0-30�. A typical session included 15 quadruplets (60 trials).

Participants maintained fixation on a small red dot (0.25�) at the center of the display. After a random delay the stimulus appeared

on the screen for 250 ms, to be replaced by a rotatable bar controlled by mouse, presented below the fixation point. Participants

reproduced the orientation of the grating and initiated the next trial by pressing a button on the keyboard.

Trials with a reproduction error greater than 35� were discarded and excluded from further analysis (2.9% of trials). All participants

responded to between 975 and 3516 trials.

2AFC Orientation judgment
The tilt surround illusionwas alsomeasuredwith a 2AFC procedurewhere participants were presentedwith two stimuli (one to the left

one to the right) and chose which was more clockwise. The stimulus on the right was the same as that of the illusory trials of the main

experiment, thus surrounded by four gratings all oriented 15 clockwise or counter-clockwise from the target orientation. The stimulus

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

MATLAB r2016b The MathWorks SCR_001622

Psychophysics Toolbox 3 http://psychtoolbox.org/ SCR_002881

JASP 0.9.2 https://jasp-stats.org SCR_015823
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on the left was presented in isolation at the same horizontal and vertical eccentricity, and had a variable orientation respect to the

target (ranging between ± 30�). For each participant, responseswere separated according to the relative surround orientation, binned

according to orientation difference between probe and target, and fitted with a cumulative Gaussian curve, whose median estimates

the point of subjective equality between the probe and the target. 10 participants from the main experiment took part in these mea-

surements, each contributing with minimum 60 trials per curve.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Trials were divided into three types: 1) neutral trials preceded by neutral trials; 2) illusory trials preceded by a neutral trial; 3) neutral

trials preceded by illusory trials. Illusory trials were separated into positive and negative flankers. For each trial type we plot the bias in

the current response (the difference between the reproduced and physical angle) as function of the orientation difference between

the previous and the current stimulus (see Figure 2), where by convention positive is Counter-Clockwise (CCW) and negative Clock-

wise (CW). For each condition we fit the data with a first derivative of Gaussian function (vG), approximated by a point by point multi-

plication of a linear and a Gaussian tuning function.

y = Axe�ðx�mÞ2=s2 +B (Equation 1)

Where m indicates the center of the Gaussian tuning (the orientation difference leading to maximal effect), s the width of the Gaussian

(the range of the effect), A the maximal amplitude of the effect and B a constant response bias (independent of the previous trial).

For the aggregate participant fits (like those displayed in Figure 2) we allowed all parameters to vary freely. For individual data we

first fitted the serial dependence occurring in trials with no bias, to determine all parameters, then fixed s for subsequent fits for that

participant (three free parameters).

For data analysis, we used off-the-shelf routines available in MATLAB (version R2016b) in combination with the JASP (version

0.9.2). Bayes Factors were calculated using JASP 0.9.2 (https://jasp-stats.org). When comparing two linear regressions we calcu-

lated the two BFs of the best fitting line either against a flat line (null hypothesis, serial dependence independent of the orientation

illusion) or against the identity line (serial dependence incorporating the illusion). The ratio between these two values yields the Bayes

factor of the ‘‘incorporating the illusion’’ model against the null.
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